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Report Summary

33%
market potential (overall)

6.0
track rating

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It gives a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market and is presented as a percentage between 0%
and 85%. You're looking for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*

The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over 100,000
other tracks.

* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the relative
success of a single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.

The Track Rating is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all
the reviewers' ratings. This simply measures how "good" the track is overall (not necessarily the
Market Potential).
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presented as a percentage between 0% and 85%. You're looking for a
minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*

The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned
among over 100,000 other tracks.

* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be
noted that the relative success of a single is also directly related to the
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6.0
track rating

This is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted
average of all the reviewers’ ratings. This simply measures how “good” the
track is overall (not necessarily the Market Potential).

Overall Ratings



Review Analysis

Song Element Analysis

This data is generated using a technology that automatically “reads” all your reviews and
identifies which elements of your track reviewers are commenting on most. It then uses advanced
sentiment analysis technology to establish whether the overall sentiment is positive or negative.
This analysis is particularly useful to help identify which elements of your track could be improved.
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Word Cloud

This visualization reveals what emotions and key themes reviewers mentioned most often in their
reviews. The larger the word, the more often it was used by reviewers when describing your track.

intro fun beat guitar cool piano strong lead singer fast paced
energy rock style solo lyrics vibe mix amazing instrumental beginning



Rating: 7 The intro is nice, upbeat, and fun. The voice is unique, and would be good for
some people but personally isn’t my taste. The beat and guitar are pretty
cool. The only thing that wasn’t good is the song isn’t something i would
listen to. Other than that i’d say its a good song.

Rating: 2 This sounds very dated like it's from at least 40 years ago. It's also really not
as sonically powerful as it's intended to be. The guitar playing is impressive
but there's something about the way that the piano and drums don't really
gel with the guitars. And the vocals are too loud and not blended in with
everything else. The song's also very forgettable and I really can't see it being
remotely appealing to anyone under the age of 50.

Rating: 9 The song starts off with strong and bold strums of the guitar and piano with
strong beats of the drum. Making an entrance for the main lead male singer
to come in. The song is about fondness and is about love and what he has
been wanting to say.

Rating: 3 The instrumentals for this piece are very different, but also very energizing!
With what was just mentioned and the vocalist's voice, the different elements
go quite well together. I feel like the production of this song was rushed. I
can't see this song being in an ad, but I could see it being in a fast-paced
section of a movie.

Rating: 7 A wild, fast paced song, full of sound. The track sort of trips on its self, and
stumbles forward in a rush. The singer belts out, in high energy bursts. He
has a rock/metal style to his delivery, but he’s missing an edge to his voice.
There is a crazy guitar solo in the middle, and no loss of excitement all the
way through.

Rating: 3 This song had a very nice intro! This song was upbeat and happy sounding, I
enjoyed the energy that came from it. I wasn't a fan of the singer's voice but I
did like the lyrics and the overall vibe of the song. The guitar solo was cool.

Rating: 6 The intro to this track was very good. This is a fast paced tempo track and its
a cool track. I wouldn’t listen to this type of music but its a solid track. I would
rate this track a 6 out of 10 with it being a little better than average in my
opinion. This track has great energy and a good vibe and thats great about
the track.

Rating: 9 This song has a really magically piano start to it. It's a great mix between
1970's glam rock and Elton John. The singers voice is really powerful and
clear. The guitar solo in the middle is amazing. This is a well produced and
very professional sounding song

Rating: 6 The song has a twinkling sound, it reminds my of the super Mario game, when
he gets a star. I like the piano, drums and guitar just playing to their hearts
content. The solo instrumental part stood out. This track seemed like the
artist had fun creating this song.

Reviews

These are the comments provided by the 42 music fans and consumers who listened to your track
online and left their track rating and written review.



Rating: 8 It is immediately fun and energetic with high energy. The band sand and
musical rhythm bounces along and the vocals are strong. The band seem
tight with nice pauses in places. Seems like an upbeat rock and roll with
guitar solos. Fun and high energy

Rating: 6 This has a great rhythm to move to! The instrumentals really add to the whole
vibe. It feels very complete and the vocals are a wonderful fit as well. The
instrumental solo is definitely my favorite part of the song though. Very well
executed and wonderfully sounding. I'd listen to it again

Rating: 3 Strange song to say the least. Sounds like a old power rangers theme. Beat is
a weird rock and something else blend. The vocals arent very good. The
verses and chorus are ok at best. Really not a very good song at all 3/10

Rating: 9 The opening of this track reminds me of lots of rock tracks from the 70's bags
of energy with the guitars and the drumming perfectly in balance all the way
through the track.. with some changes in tempo in places the lead vocals use
these pauses well to add extra emphasis to the lyrics, whilst most of the time
the lead is in equally in sync with the musical side of the track, This is well
paced and enjoyable, would carry well on the radio.

Rating: 7 i think that the song is a bit too intense for me to enjoy, he is very loud but i
do like the uniqueness in his voice. thedifferent i struments like poano and
guitar sound extremely good. i would prob listdn again during a car rids.

Rating: 8 Good song with lots of room to be amazing. Its nice and fast paced which gets
me head bobbing. It has lots of potential to be really good and I like the
instruments and lyrics from start to end. It’s a bit short however which is a
downfall.

Rating: 6 This introduction has a nice flow with the instrumental, all the nice things, like
drums guitars and the bass, its a fast track that is slightly rock and roll, but its
not quite there yet. It is a energetic sound and it will be great for all the
rockers out there.

Rating: 7 This track had a lot of energy from the start. The vocals were interesting and
distinctive. I didn't really like the mix as it didn't showcase the
instrumentation or vocals in their best light I didn't feel. Maybe too much
compression used here. Despite that I felt the track has a lot of potential and
had something unique about it.

Rating: 7 This piece of music sounds very jazzy and I like how the guitar sounds
electrifying. The chords used are played in long notes and I love how it
sounds like rock and roll music. It is marvellous and it is fun to listen to. It is
fantastic.

Rating: 8 The fast paced piano you can hear alongside the guitar is very different,
sounds like a song from the 1980s. I like the tone of the singer’s voice, he
sings with a lot of conviction. The guitar solo sounds amazing, overall it is a
great song, but the guitar in particular really shines

Rating: 7 There was a lot going on at the start of the song I didn't think it could build up
but it managed to deliver. Lots of talent put into the song and it would be fun
to play on guitar. The music was really well set out and it made it interesting
constantly



Rating: 6 Big guitar solo in the beginning of the song sounds great, the flow of it makes
the song sound great. This sounds like a song you would hear on the TV show.
The vocals could have been a bit better, sounds like he is straining his voice.

Rating: 8 The backing track is good, but sounds a bit thin and bright, like it was
recorded in the computer. The singing is well done. It reminds me a bit of
Rush. It has a good guitar solo and a nice straight ahead rock sound. The
lyrics are not bad. The mix is not quit right on it.

Rating: 5 Love the piano at the beginning. It kinda reminds me of the intro to a show or
something, maybe an anime? but I like the energy of the song and the lowkey
rock vibe it has. I dont know if I would add it my playlist but its nice.

Rating: 3 This starts off with sort of a rock and pop funk vibe. The singer comes in
strong. loud. and ready to be heard. The singing in a rap style is always a nice
touch the beat is hyper and gets you off your feet! The course is decent.

Rating: 7 A lively rock track with a spirited beat, rhythm and groove. It is fronted by a
lead singer with a good tone, an emphatic expressiveness and a well-placed
pitch. The score is suitably composed and arranged. Your production sounds
like it could be punchier with better fidelity.

Rating: 5 I like the jam in this song! I feel very hyped up after listening to this song!
When I listen to this song I get the energy. I don't like the tone of the singer. I
also don't like the voice of the singer! Ok song!

Rating: 3 The intro reminds me of a game show the song is very Elvis and old school
Kind of reminds me of the movie Hairspray. This singer has a very distinctive
voice and I think i wouldn't really go for this vibe i would probably skip this
song.

Rating: 8 The piano playing just comes right out of the gate all wild and crazy haha I
loved it, the drumming was also very impressive, I was hooked listening
closely to what the drummer actually doing, lyrically I wasn't loving it but it's
a fun track anyway, the playing is on point !

Rating: 7 This was a really fun sounding tune. It had life and vitality from the
introduction. The instrumentals sped up and made it sound even more fun. I
enjoyed the way the producers brought this song together and made it stand
out from the crowd with it's rock vibes.

Rating: 8 The energy in this track makes you want to stick around. The music has a
quick duration between the notes and it has multiple instruments working
together to make the song work well, all balancing out with the vocals on top
still standing out in spite of how much else is going on at the same time. The
tempo is really fast and keeps you alert.

Rating: 2 Not a fan of the intro. There’s a guitar like a super a piano and those don’t
blend well together. I would either like the guitar little bit toned down or the
piano lower. having both the guitar in the piano and the beginning of the song
is too much. intro to the song is also way too long. Same thing happens when
the drum comes in. The song becomes too clogged. The vocal seem to have
vocal effects which isn’t that great. It’s an average song not bad not good.



Rating: 9 The energising introduction is the perfect length that leads you to dynamic
vocals. Fast paced and fun with a great guitar solo. This great song may be
further built apon more use of the subtle backing vocals. Overall this is all
killer no filler, add it to your playlist.

Rating: 5 I wasn't too fond of this song; the lyrics were very hard to understand most of
the time, but the "Loves the one thing that's gonna make it better, better for
you and me," part was pretty good, though. And the singing was very
impressive; each note was certainly on point. But I really disliked the beats;
the electric guitar was way too over the top.

Rating: 0 The beat sounds like something out of an old workout VHS that my mom had
when I was a kid. This song sounds like just a bunch of things clashing
together and making noise. You can barely hear the lyrics of the song because
of all of the noise.

Rating: 6 A thrilling mix of instruments are poignant in this rock song. There is a
dramatic progression to the various sound elements that has an energising
impulse. The electric guitar has a lively effect, with an exhilarating flow to the
overall music. The powerful singing performance is edgy and aggressive,
which creates a stimulating vibe.

Rating: 7 This is a much faster paced song and a little more on the rock side than some
of these, which is my niche! I do like the vocals a lot. I appreciate the positive
lyrics and that beat the really moves the song forward. This is much more my
thing, but it's been great to review songs from all genres from people from all
walks of life. This one would end up on my list. Great beat, lyrics, vocals and
music.

Rating: 9 I like this song, the fast pace fits the lyrics, vocals, and theme overall quite
well. The rock/country style is very unique and sounds very different from
other songs. I think it has great commercial potential for an advertisement for
a product. Overall, no complaints and no criticism I have to give. It's purely
amazing.

Rating: 9 Right away the song was super energetic. This would be a fun song to dance
around the house to while cleaning. The lyrics are pretty catchy. Definitely a
song to jam out to and boost your mood no matter how down you might be
feeling.

Rating: 2 The beginning is to long it made me lose focus of the song and I zoned out
into something else. Maybe someone else will feel better about this song but
personally i did not like this song all around. The background music was also
over your voice i could barely hear you

Rating: 3 I like the unusual rock sound at the beginning of the track. The vocal effects
are different too, I had hope for a really good catchy chorus but it was a bit of
an anticlimax. The guitar solo is good but it seems to lack substance as am
overall song.

Rating: 7 Really liked the style of song, i appreciate the good vocals in this aslo. I think
this has been well produced and may not necessarily be my thing but could
definitely see this being played on the radio. Very cool sound and the
instrumental was really awesome.
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